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Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) provide a transformation func-
tion between the static genomic sequence and the primary spatial
specification processes operating development. The regulatory infor-
mation encompassed in developmental GRNs thus goes far beyond
the control of individual genes. We here address regulatory informa-
tion at different levels of network organization, from single node to
subcircuit to large-scale GRNs and discuss how regulatory design fea-
tures such as network architecture, hierarchical organization, and cis-
regulatory logic contribute to the developmental function of network
circuits. Using specific subcircuits from the sea urchin endomesoderm
GRN, for which both circuit design and biological function have been
described, we evaluate by Boolean modeling and in silico perturba-
tions the import of given circuit features on developmental function.
The examples include subcircuits encoding positive feedback, mutual
repression, and coherent feedforward, as well as signaling interaction
circuitry. Within the hierarchy of the endomesoderm GRN, these sub-
circuits are organized in an intertwined and overlapping manner.
Thus, we begin to see how regulatory information encoded at indi-
vidual nodes is integrated at all levels of network organization to
control developmental process.

developmental GRN | network topology | circuit function |
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Developmental process is controlled by gene regulatory networks
(GRNs), the regulatory interactions between genes encoding

transcription factors and signaling interactions that determine de-
velopmental gene expression throughout the genome (1–3). At the
level of a single node, the information captured in GRNs is in-
tuitively accessible. However, the information encompassed in GRNs
is not just to regulate individual genes. During development, GRNs
control the differential specification of cell fates and determine the
organization of body parts, organs, and cell types within the animal
body plan. As more and more GRNs become experimentally solved,
the question arises as to how network features can be recognized that
carry information for more complex developmental transactions.
Comparison of different regulatory networks shows that par-

ticular constellations of regulatory interactions among a few genes,
so-called subcircuits, are recurrently deployed in very different
biological contexts (1, 4, 5). These subcircuits are composed of
different regulatory genes, but nevertheless encode similar regu-
latory functions. Specific subcircuit topologies include, for exam-
ple, positive feedback circuitry, leading to stabilization of gene
expression, or mutual-repression circuits that lead to the exclusion
of regulatory states (6–9). Several types of network subcircuits
have been identified so far, each associated with specific regula-
tory functions (1, 4, 5). It appears, furthermore, that given types of
subcircuits are often found at given positions within the GRN
hierarchy, although the number of experimentally solved large-
scale networks is so far still small. The existence of these network
subcircuits, together with the predictability of their function and
position within a GRN, provide evidence that network topology is
an important determinant of developmental function.
Beyond individual genes or small subcircuits, we so far know

little about the structural regulatory features within entire GRNs
that organize and coordinate individual developmental functions

at a systems level. It is evident, however, that developmental
process is determined by properties at all levels of GRN organi-
zation—at the single-node level, the subcircuit level, and the
network level. To make explicit those regulatory features that are
essential carriers of regulatory information, we use the sea urchin
endomesoderm GRN as an example, for which both the archi-
tecture of the network as well as the developmental process it
controls are well described, and discuss the information provided
at each level of network organization.
As demonstrated by a recent Boolean model (10), the endo-

mesoderm GRN for sea urchin embryos is a large-scale de-
velopmental GRN that has been experimentally resolved close to
completeness (2, 11–13). To assess regulatory information at the
single-node level, we can simply compare numbers of regulatory
inputs, both activating and repressing, that regulate expression of
individual genes. However, even at the level of subcircuits con-
sisting of only few genes, evaluating regulatory information is a
complex task. Thus, instead of searching for an absolute measure
for information content, we here assess regulatory information in a
different way. We assume that the simplest form of regulatory
interactions between a set of genes is a linear pathway from the
most upstream to the most downstream gene in the circuit. We
then examine the regulatory information encoded in a GRN circuit
by comparing its regulatory functions to the function of the linear
path, thus addressing the gain in regulatory information by network
wiring exceeding linear pathways. Using Boolean modeling, we
predict specific network topologies, as well as cis-regulatory logic
processing functions, that determine regulatory function in each
type of subcircuit. To assess information encoded at the network
level, we investigate the number and types of subcircuits contained
within the network, as well as the organization of these subcircuits
within network hierarchy, showing that even at this level, sub-
circuits are not linearly organized, but are heavily intertwined to
ensure coordinated function during developmental process.

Regulatory Information at the Single-Node Level
The current model of the sea urchin endomesoderm GRN in-
cludes 41 regulatory genes encoding transcription factors, in ad-
dition to at least seven signaling interactions. In total, these
regulatory genes are connected by 177 regulatory interactions, of
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which 42 mediate repression. To assess the density of regulatory
interactions in this network, we can make a simple calculation.
Assuming a linear topology of regulatory interactions among a
given set of n genes, the number of interactions will be n − 1,
representing the minimal number of interactions. Conversely, the
maximal number of interactions permitted between n genes
amounts to n2. For example, two regulatory genes are connected
by at least one interaction (for example a > b) and no more than
four interactions (a > b, b > a, a > a, and b > b). Thus, the number
of regulatory interactions within a subcircuit of n genes provides
the “saturation” of the subcircuit in terms of interactions. With
177 interactions, the sea urchin GRN model is therefore in the
lower range of the 40–1,681 permitted interactions.
Although the number of interactions at individual nodes may

reflect functional importance in some networks (14), this rule does
not apply to developmental GRNs. In GRNs, a high number of
regulatory interactions may control the expression of a gene of
little regulatory significance, such as a differentiation gene, whereas
a regulatory gene upstream in the GRN hierarchy with important
regulatory functions may only be connected through few regulatory
interactions. In the endomesoderm GRN model, the number of
regulatory inputs at individual regulatory nodes ranges from 0 to 7,
and the number of outputs ranges from 0 to 15, where the ap-
pearance of 0 indicates missing interactions. An example of a
regulatory gene with low connectivity and important regulatory
function is pmar1, a transiently expressed regulatory gene at the top
of the skeletogenic GRN that is connected by three regulatory
interactions. The expression of this gene is controlled by two reg-
ulatory inputs, whereas its only known regulatory function is the
repression of hesc, thereby controlling the activation of the entire
skeletogenic GRN in skeletogenic cells (13, 15). Conversely, Alx1
has many target genes within the same GRN and yet controls only
aspects of the functions of the skeletogenic GRN (13, 16, 17). The
number of regulatory inputs and outputs at individual network
nodes is, therefore, not sufficient to assess regulatory information,
and higher levels of network organization need to be considered.

Regulatory Information at the Level of Network Subcircuits
Several types of subcircuits have been defined by comparing fre-
quently occurring constellations of regulatory interactions in
GRNs, as discussed extensively in ref. 1. Here, we use specific
examples from the same developmental context, the endomeso-
derm GRN, and evaluate the regulatory information contributed
by individual circuit features by Boolean modeling and in silico
perturbation. In principle, dynamic ordinary differential equation
models could also be used to assess the function of small sub-
circuits and could perhaps reveal slightly different insights, partic-
ularly by providing information on expression levels. Our focus on
Boolean modeling stems mostly from its applicability to capturing
cis-regulatory logic functions, modeling dominant repression, and
assessing circuit output simultaneously in time and space.

Positive Feedback Subcircuit.Any topology of regulatory interactions
in which a transcription factor either directly or indirectly contrib-
utes to the activation of its own gene constitutes a positive feedback
circuit. Although the minimum number of genes in a positive
feedback circuit is one, a systematic comparison of different GRNs
revealed that autoactivation occurs rarely, except in regulatory
genes participating in positive feedback subcircuits with other genes
(1). The example shown in Fig. 1A is a positive feedback subcircuit
operating the initial specification of nonskeletogenic mesoderm
(NSM) cell fates downstream of Delta/Notch signaling. This sub-
circuit consists of three genes, glial cell missing (gcm), gatae, and
six1/2. The linear hierarchy of this subcircuit is gcm>gatae>six1/2. In
addition, this subcircuit includes two positive feedback interactions,
from six1/2 into gcm, and autoregulatory activation of gcm (18). This
subcircuit is activated by a Delta/Notch signal that feeds directly
into gcm and gatae (19, 20).

The structure of this subcircuit directly reflects its biological
function. It is first activated in precursors of NSM cells by Delta/
Notch signaling from adjacent skeletogenic cells. However, shortly
after activating this subcircuit, cells divide, and some of the
progeny give rise to endodermal cell fates in which the subcircuit
has to be inactive in order not to interfere with endoderm speci-
fication. Conversely, the Delta/Notch signaling input in the NSM
disappears after a few hours, when signal sending skeletogenic
cells eventually ingress into the blastocoel. Thus, by this time, the
positive feedback circuit has to be active to ensure continued ex-
pression of gcm. Stabilization of gene expression thus occurs
within a narrow time window, not too early and not too late.
A Boolean model of this subcircuit demonstrates this dynamic

behavior. Here, the Delta/Notch signaling input (Fig. 1 A,①) acts
in OR logic to the other two inputs in the control of gcm, such that
either Delta/Notch signaling or the two positive feedbacks are
sufficient to activate gcm expression. On the other hand, the two
positive feedbacks operate in AND logic, such that both inputs are
necessary for gcm expression. Thus the subcircuit is activated by
Delta/Notch signaling at first, but continues to be active even after
the signaling input disappears (Fig. 1 A1). In this constellation,
when Delta/Notch signaling occurs for a short time, the feedback
circuit is not activated, and gcm is expressed only transiently, just
as is the case in endodermal cells (Fig. 1 A2). Indeed, experi-
mental observations confirm that prolonged exposure to Delta/
Notch signaling is necessary to induce stable expression of gcm
(21). Similarly, if the positive feedbacks are not functional, and
gcm is exclusively dependent on the Delta/Notch signaling input,
expression of all three genes is only supported as long as Delta/
Notch signaling is available (Fig. 1 A3). If we assume a different
cis-regulatory logic at the gcm node, such that all inputs
operate in AND logic, gcm expression can not be activated by
Delta/Notch signaling alone and will not be expressed (Fig. 1
A4). Conversely, if all inputs would operate in OR logic, the
autoregulatory feedback mediated by Gcm itself would operate
without delay, and this subcircuit would quickly become in-
dependent of Delta/Notch signaling (SI Appendix).
Thus the relatively simple subcircuit presented in Fig. 1A is rich in

regulatory information, controlling delayed stabilization of gene
expression downstream of a transient signaling input. In this con-
stellation, expression of six1/2 is turned on with a delay compared
with gcm expression. Because Gcm and Six1/2 are both required in
AND logic to activate gcm expression, the positive feedback is ac-
tive only after the onset of six1/2 expression, thus ensuring delayed
stabilization of gene expression. The information encoded in each
component of a subcircuit of this kind is as follows. Transient ac-
tivation is mediated by interactions① and⑤ operating in OR logic
to other activating inputs (Fig. 1A). Maintenance of gene expression
in the absence of the initial input is controlled by the positive
feedback in interactions ② and ③, which thus mediate an uncou-
pling from earlier regulatory events. The temporal delay of input–
independent gene expression is operated by interactions④,⑥, and
②, together with the AND logic between interactions ② and ③.
Interestingly, the organization of the gcm cis-regulatory system is in
complete agreement with this predicted regulatory logic. Thus, the
Delta/Notch signaling input is encoded in a cis-regulatory module
that is separate from a later-acting module requiring both Gcm and
Six1/2 to stabilize gene expression through the positive feedback
circuit (18, 19).

Community-Effect Subcircuit. The community-effect subcircuit rep-
resents a special form of positive feedback circuit, where the ex-
pression of a signaling ligand is controlled downstream of the
signaling pathway it activates. The term “community effect” derives
from the observation that the maintenance of cell-type–specific
gene expression in parenchymal cells depends on intercellular
signaling interactions (22). This observation can be explained by
relatively simple network circuitry (23).
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Fig. 1. Structure and function of different types of subcircuit. (A) Positive feedback subcircuit. (B) Community-effect subcircuit. (C ) Coherent feed-
forward subcircuit. (D) Incoherent feedforward subcircuit. (E ) Mutual-repression subcircuit. (F ) Double-negative gate subcircuit. All except the subcircuit
in D are examples from the sea urchin endomesoderm GRN. (Left) The topologies of regulatory interactions in each subcircuit. (Right) The expression of
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In sea urchin embryos, a community-effect subcircuit is activated
in the posterior endoderm just before gastrulation. As shown in
Fig. 1B, the core of this subcircuit consists of hox11/13b and wnt1.
The linear pathway is hox11/13b>wnt1-Tcf/β-catenin>hox11/13b,
thus forming a perfect loop. Both Hox11/13b and Wnt signaling
furthermore activate brachyury (12, 24). This subcircuit is first ac-
tivated by Wnt signaling from adjacent anterior endoderm cells.
During gastrulation, signal-sending and -receiving endodermal cells
are physically separated, and gene expression is maintained by the
community-effect circuit.
The Boolean model of this community-effect subcircuit in Fig.

1B shows that, upon inducing expression of wnt1 in one cell (Fig. 1
B1, cell 1), signaling will induce expression of hox11/13b in adja-
cent cells (Fig. 1 B1, cell 2). In turn, Hox11/13b activates expres-
sion of wnt1, which signals back to other cells, including cell 1. The
result is that, eventually, an entire domain of cells will express the
same regulatory state downstream of a signaling input, even if
the signaling input was initially not received uniformly. Further-
more, as the model shows, the initial signal can be transient, such
that if wnt1 expression in cell 1 is turned on for a limited time
interval, gene expression will be sustained thereafter by the activity
of the subcircuit. The crucial interactions for these functions are
the positive feedback between hox11/13b and Wnt signaling. If the
subcircuit is perturbed by removing the Wnt signaling input into
hox11/13b, the activation of this circuit will not spread to nearby
cells, nor will gene expression be stabilized once the transient
initial input disappears (Fig. 1 B2). Similarly, if the same circuit
architecture contains instead of wnt1, a regulatory gene encoding a
transcription factor, the stabilization of gene expression will only
occur within cells receiving the initial signal, but no propagation of
regulatory states to adjacent cells will occur (SI Appendix).
The function of this subcircuit is controlled by the following

circuit components. The external input into this circuit is provided
by interaction 1, providing context-specific activation limited to
the posterior endoderm (Fig. 1B). All interactions ①–⑥ are re-
quired for replication of regulatory-state expression throughout
the domain. Synchronous gene expression within a field of cells is
mediated by interactions ②, ③, and ⑤. The intercellular positive
feedback loop mediated by interactions ②, ③, and ④ is re-
sponsible both for the propagation of gene expression to nearby
cells, as well as to ensure maintenance of gene expression once the
initial activating input is no longer available. Thus, again, this
subcircuit ensures uncoupling from earlier events and stabilization
of gene expression in the absence of upstream inputs. The import
of this subcircuit in development is evident because, particularly
during later development, cells within a given domain will not be
at equal distance to the signal source, and will receive varying levels
of signal ligands. Where nevertheless cells assume a common fate,
community-effect circuits will ensure equal activation of gene ex-
pression throughout the domain. The function of this subcircuit is
reminiscent of the positive feedback subcircuit, which operates in
individual cells such as migrating mesodermal cells, whereas the
community effect is active in a domain of cells that remain in close
contact with each other. The result of both circuits, however, is to
ensure irreversibility and unidirectionality of the developmental
process.

Coherent Feedforward Subcircuit. A feedforward circuit is any
circuit in which an upstream transcription factor controls the
expression of two or more target genes encoding at least one
transcription factor controlling the expression of the same genes as
the upstream factor (a > b, a > c, and b > c). In a coherent
feedforward constellation, the two paths controlling expression of
gene c execute the same regulatory functions, activation or re-
pression of the downstream gene. Although this subcircuit can
have several configurations, by far the most frequently encoun-
tered in developmental GRNs is a subcircuit in which all inter-
actions are activating.

The example shown in Fig. 1C is a component of the skeleto-
genic GRN (13) and represents a typical example for a coherent
feedforward subcircuit. A differentiation gene, here sm50, is
driven by multiple transcription factors, which in addition control
each other. Thus, the upstream regulatory factor Ets1 activates the
expression of two regulatory genes, alx1 and dead ringer (dri), and
the differentiation gene sm50. In turn, Alx1 activates the expres-
sion of dri and sm50, and Dri also induces expression of sm50. This
circuit represents a nested feedforward architecture in which all
possible feedforward interactions are present.
A function frequently attested to coherent feedforward motifs is

that they ensure the delay of downstream gene expression. As the
Boolean model in Fig. 1C shows, assuming AND logic between all
regulatory inputs at the downstream node indeed results in the
temporal delay of sm50 expression in respect to its upstream ac-
tivators (Fig. 1 C1). To test whether information for temporal
delay is an intrinsic feature of feedforward circuitry, we compare
its behavior to the linear pathway (ets>alx1>dri>sm50). Re-
markably, the Boolean computation shows that the linear pathway
results in a similar temporal delay of downstream gene activation
(Fig. 1 C2). However, these two circuits behave differently once
the initial input is turned off. In the feedforward constellation, if
the input into the subcircuit disappears, the entire subcircuit is
turned off within two time intervals (Fig. 1 C3). In the linear
constellation, turning off the initial input only gradually inactivates
the subcircuit, and expression of sm50 occurrs for four additional
time intervals (Fig. 1 C4). If instead of AND logic we assume that
all regulatory interactions operate in OR logic, the subcircuit is
turned on very rapidly, within two time intervals, but shows a slow
turnoff rate similar to the linear pathway constellation (SI Ap-
pendix). OR logic functions may also contribute to the control of
gene expression levels. Conversely, AND logic gates lead to a
temporal delay from initial input to full activity similar to a linear
pathway, but ensure a rapid inactivation of the subcircuit once the
initial input or any of the upstream factors are no longer available.
The function of a subcircuit of this type is controlled by following

components (Fig. 1C). Activation is mediated by interaction ①.
Delay of downstream gene expression is encoded by the linear
hierarchy of this subcircuit, given by interactions②,③, and⑤, but
only if these inputs are in AND logic with the upstream tran-
scription factor (③ AND ④; ⑤ AND ⑦). This delay increases
with the number of steps in the feedforward circuit. The de-
pendence on all upstream inputs for expression of the downstream
gene is controlled by interactions ⑤, ⑥, and ⑦, if all of them
operate in AND logic, or by③ AND④ together with⑤ AND⑦.
Both regulatory logics render expression of sm50 conditional to all
earlier regulatory events and, curiously enough, ensure the absence
of stability in this subcircuit. Thus, contrary perhaps to intuition,
the specific regulatory information contributed by the feedforward
subcircuit is not delay of downstream gene expression, but rapid
loss of downstream gene expression if any of the upstream GRN
components are not available. Feedforward circuitry frequently
controls expression of downstream differentiation genes that de-
termine cellular function. This subcircuit represents a safety device
guaranteeing that downstream cellular functions are installed only
where and as long as all required inputs in the upstream specifi-
cation GRN have been activated.

Incoherent Feedforward Subcircuit. In the incoherent feedforward
subcircuit, the direct regulation of downstream genes by the up-
stream transcription factors and the indirect regulation through the
intermediate transcription factor convey opposite regulatory in-
formation. Thus, one branch will lead to repression of the down-
stream gene, whereas the other will lead to activation. Surprisingly,
the endomesoderm GRN model does not contain an incoherent
feedforward subcircuit, although this constellation occurs fre-
quently in other contexts (25). For purpose of completeness, we
here consider an abstract subcircuit, as shown in Fig. 1D. In this
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example, an upstream transcription factor A activates the expres-
sion of regulatory genes B and C, whereas transcription factor B, in
turn, represses regulatory gene C.
The developmental function of this subcircuit becomes appar-

ent when considered spatially, because this subcircuit can control
the separation of two cell fate domains. As shown in the Boolean
model in Fig. 1D, assuming that genes A and B are driven by
different initial inputs, and that the input into A (Fig. 1 D1, input
A) is expressed in a broader domain (domain 1 plus domain 2)
than input B (domain 2), then this subcircuit installs two different
regulatory states in domains 1 and 2. In the first domain, A acti-
vates C, whereas B is not expressed due to the absence of its initial
input. In the second domain, A and B are expressed, and, in turn,
C is expressed for a short time until repressor B becomes avail-
able. The result is that domain 1 expresses A and C, whereas
domain 2 expresses A and B. The function of this subcircuit is
particularly useful for the subdivision of a progenitor domain into
two or more subdomains, where transcription factor A represents
activators present earlier in development. When considering this
subcircuit without the feedforward interaction, the linear path of
A > B–jC results in transient activation of C wherever A is
expressed, and no spatial separation of regulatory states occurs
(Fig. 1 D2).
The determinant features of this subcircuit are interaction ①,

controlling where A is expressed, and interactions ② and ③ op-
erating in AND logic, such that B is expressed only where A and
input B are present. In the case that interactions② and③ operate
in OR logic, the result of the subcircuit is the same as the linear
pathway, and B is expressed wherever A is present without spatial
subdivision. In addition, the repression of gene C by B (interaction
④), has to be dominant over activation to install spatial sub-
division. Similar to the coherent feedforward subcircuit, the in-
coherent feedforward instructs a connection to earlier regulatory
events by using an upstream regulatory factor as activating input
for downstream genes. This function is mediated by inputs ② and
⑤. This subcircuit is also comprehensive, in that gene expression is
regulated in all cells of the initial field (interactions ②–⑤). The
Boolean exclusion function ensuring that all cells must assume
either one of two regulatory states is mediated by interactions ②
and ④. Thus, for the purpose of precise spatial expression of two
regulatory states, a transient sloppiness is the cost, in that gene C is
transiently expressed before being terminally turned off.

Mutual-Repression Subcircuit. A subcircuit architecture frequently
encountered in the literature is the mutual-repression circuit,
consisting of two antagonizing repressors. Thus, a first regulatory
gene encodes a repressor of a second regulatory gene, which, in
turn, represses expression of the first gene. Simultaneous expres-
sion of both genes can generate a bistable state that shifts with the
slightest difference in expression levels to exclusive expression of
only one of the two regulatory genes. In dynamic models, when
both regulatory genes are assumed to be coexpressed, stochastic
differences in expression levels can trigger a random switch in one
or the other way. Indeed, this subcircuit structure has been ob-
served in GRNs responding to gradients of regulatory factors,
where mutually repressing regulatory genes are offering a mech-
anistic explanation for the expression of distinct regulatory states
in response to small differences in activating inputs (8, 9, 26, 27).
In developmental GRNs, the outcome of this subcircuit is far

from random. In the only example within the endomesoderm GRN,
shown in Fig. 1E, the two regulatory genes alx1 and gcm are
repressing each other in a mutual-repression subcircuit, although
evidence for direct regulatory linkages is so far missing. In addition,
both genes are regulated by different inputs, indicating that the
decision between the two genes is predetermined. Alx1, encoding a
transcription factor essential for skeletogenesis, is directly controlled
by the regulatory mechanism installing the skeletogenic regulatory
state (13). Conversely, gcm expression occurs exclusively in NSM

cells, controlled by Delta/Notch signaling. During normal develop-
ment, gcm and alx1 are thus never coexpressed, and expression of
either one or the other regulatory gene is carefully controlled by the
upstream GRN circuitry.
A Boolean model of this subcircuit demonstrates this function

(Fig. 1E). The double-negative gate circuit (“DN gate”) activates
expression of alx1 in skeletogenic cells, thus promoting the skeleto-
genic cell fate (Fig. 1 E1). In NSM cells, Delta/Notch signaling (“D/N
signal”) activates expression of gcm (Fig. 1 E2). Thus, the upstream
inputs essentially determine the spatial expression of each regulatory
gene and the outcome of the switch. However, if the circuitry is al-
tered in silico such that both regulatory genes respond to the same
regulatory inputs, the result is quite different. If gcm and alx1 are
both activated downstream of Delta/Notch signaling, the model
predicts oscillating expression of both regulatory genes and no sta-
bilization of cell fates (Fig. 1 E3). That is, if two regulatory genes
respond in the same way to the same regulatory input, this circuit
cannot decide between the two possible outcomes. Although in this
constellation this circuit produces bistable behaviors as predicted, this
function is not useful for programs that determine the organization
of the body plan. However, if a small bias is introduced in the control
of gene expression, such that for example Delta/Notch signaling
activates gcm before alx1, the subcircuit again produces deterministic
outcomes such that Delta/Notch signaling always initiates expression
of gcm, the product of which represses alx1 expression (Fig. 1 E4).
Given the combinatorial control of gene expression, differences in
the timing and/or levels of regulatory gene expression even down-
stream of a shared regulatory input can be just as hardwired and
deterministic as in the example shown here, as long as the cis-regu-
latory control systems of the two regulatory genes are not identical.
The important regulatory interactions in the mutual-repression

circuit shown in Fig. 1E are interactions ② and ③, executing
mutual repression. These interactions ensure that the two regu-
latory genes are never coexpressed. Because Alx1 and Gcm
operate upstream as well as downstream in the GRN hierarchy,
their exclusive expression is fundamental for the separation of the
two regulatory states. Where the two cell fates are specified is
determined by regulatory interactions ① and ④, the external in-
puts controlling expression of the two regulatory genes. Thus, the
mutual-repression subcircuit does not make decisions, it only en-
sures that an earlier regulatory decision is executed in a binary
manner, offering a deterministic response to alternative regulatory
inputs.

Double-Negative Gate Subcircuit. A double-negative gate subcircuit
again includes two regulatory genes with repressive functions,
organized in tandem. In this circuit, an upstream regulatory gene
encodes a repressor of a second regulatory gene, the product of
which represses the expression of downstream genes. In conse-
quence, expression of genes controlled by the double-negative
gate is permitted wherever the first regulatory gene is expressed.
In addition to the two repressors, this subcircuit receives broadly
distributed activating inputs, whereas the spatial patterning func-
tion is determined by repression.
The example from the endomesoderm GRN controls the ear-

liest patterning process in sea urchin development (1, 3, 4, 13). As
shown in Fig. 1F, pmar1 expression in skeletogenic cells is con-
trolled by maternally localized inputs and leads to repression of
hesC (13, 15). HesC expression itself is controlled not only by
Pmar1, but also by maternal ubiquitous activators, leading to ex-
pression of hesC in all cells of the sea urchin embryo, except where
pmar1 is expressed. In turn, HesC controls the repression of ets1/2,
alx1, and tbr, regulatory genes functioning upstream in the skel-
etogenic GRN (13). Thus, only where pmar1 is expressed is acti-
vation of the skeletogenic GRN permitted, whereas everywhere
else, HesC represses regulatory genes essential for this GRN.
A Boolean model of the subcircuit in Fig. 1F shows that ex-

pression of hesC and ets1/2 downstream of a ubiquitous activator
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initially occurs in all cells of the embryo. However, in skeletogenic
cells, localized activators drive pmar1 expression, leading to re-
pression of hesC. In the absence of HesC, this subcircuit supports
expression of the skeletogenic GRN, even after the transient ex-
pression of Pmar1 is turned off. Thus, this subcircuit constitutes a
binary patterning device discriminating two exclusive regulatory
states by expression of either one of two repressors.
In this subcircuit, the activation functions are mostly separate

from the patterning functions. Thus, regulatory interactions⑤,⑥,
and ⑧ are required for the activation of the skeletogenic GRN,
whereas spatial expression is essentially determined by interac-
tions ①, ②, ④, ⑦, and ⑨. This subcircuit is particularly useful in
early development, where several maternally expressed ubiquitous
transcription factors are available for control of gene expression.
Because of the irreversible nature of repressive interactions, this
subcircuit will install a stable expression pattern, even if the up-
stream interactions ① and ② are only transient. Thus, the tran-
sient availability of a localized activating input is sufficient to
initiate the activity of this subcircuit, which then continues to
control spatially restricted gene expression.
In summary, this analysis shows that, even though different types

of subcircuit can be identified based on the architecture of regu-
latory interactions, circuit structure does not completely define
circuit function. Both topology and number of regulatory interac-
tions limit the range of subcircuit functions and contribute to its
regulatory information. In addition, subcircuit function depends on
the cis-regulatory logic by which these interactions are processed.
In several instances, we predict cis-regulatory logic functions re-
quired for the operation of the subcircuit. Thus, evaluating the
contribution of given regulatory features to developmental sub-
circuit function provides the means to assess regulatory in-
formation beyond the control of individual circuit nodes.

Regulatory Information in Circuitry Mediating Intercellular
Signaling Interactions
Regulatory interactions across cell boundaries depend on signaling
interactions, where regulatory information is transmitted from cells
expressing signaling ligands to cells responding to the signal. Gene
regulation in response to signaling interactions is executed by signal
response transcription factors (SRTFs) that are regulated down-
stream of specific signaling pathways (see ref. 1 for discussion). In
classical induction experiments, ectopically expressed signal ligands

have been shown to induce ectopic expression of target genes.
Recent insights, however, suggest that signaling interactions operate
more complex regulatory functions. For instance, the control of
context-specific target genes by given signaling interactions indicates
that signaling interactions operate in combination with cell-fate–
specific regulatory states. Furthermore, an increasing number of
experimental observations show that SRTFs are required to prevent
ectopic expression of target genes (19, 28, 29), opposite to what
would be expected if signaling interactions control gene expression
by inductive activation. Indeed, many SRTFs, such as, for example,
Tcf/Lef (Wnt signaling), Su(H) (Delta/Notch signaling), and Gli
(Hedgehog signaling), mediate a binary toggle switch function: They
activate expression of target genes in response to the presence of
the signal and repress target genes in absence of the signal (30).
The example in Fig. 2 demonstrates the regulatory information

encompassed in such signaling systems. In sea urchins, wnt1 is
expressed in the anterior endoderm, signaling to adjacent poste-
rior endoderm cells (24). In signal-receiving cells, Tcf associates
with coactivator β-catenin and, together with a lineage-specific
transcription factor, Eve, activates the expression of hox11/13b
(12, 31). However, in ectodermal cells where no Wnt1 signal is
received, hox11/13b is repressed by Tcf and its cofactor Groucho
(31). If the regulatory input from Tcf is removed, conversely, ex-
pression of hox11/13b is activated by Eve alone. Thus, in the ab-
sence of Tcf, Eve is sufficient to activate hox11/13b expression.
The corresponding Boolean model shows the gene-expression
pattern operated by this circuit (Fig. 2).
The regulatory information in signaling interaction toggle switch

circuits is contributed by activating inputs from a context-specific
transcription factor (Eve) and from Tcf/β-catenin (Fig. 2, Lower
Left, inputs ① and ②, and by repression through Tcf/Groucho
(Fig. 2, Lower Left, input ③). In all systems where mutation of
binding sites for an SRTF leads to ectopic expression of the target
gene, the activating form of SRTF has to operate in OR logic to
other activating inputs. These context-specific transcription factors
are sufficient to activate gene expression, however, only in the
absence of the repressive form of SRTF. Thus, context-specific
transcription factors can be expressed at earlier developmental
times or within a broader domain without inducing expression of
signal-regulated genes. Only when and where SRTF-mediated re-
pression is removed by signaling interaction, SRTF target genes
start to be expressed. We here conclude that this form of inductive
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signaling is broadly used, where differential regulation of signaling
target genes depends not on inductive activation, but on inductive
derepression. In essence, gene regulation by signaling interactions
is thus determined through interaction ③. The context specificity
of target gene regulation downstream of the signal is mediated by
interaction ①, which is necessary for target gene activation. As a
special feature of this circuit, interactions ② and ③ are both
mediated by the SRTF and operate through the same binding
sites, thus ensuring the Boolean regulation of its target genes.

Information Encoded in the Hierarchical Organization of
GRNs
Development is organized hierarchically in that earlier events will
determine what follows. Developmental hierarchy is a result of the
unidirectionality and irreversibility of regulatory interactions. In
addition to development, network hierarchy is also of profound
importance for evolutionary processes, because the consequence of
alterations in regulatory linkages or regulatory nodes will depend on
their position within a GRN (1, 32, 33). Thus, although change in a
patterning circuit operating downstream in a GRN may affect the
location of given cell types, change in upstream patterning circuits
may alter the position or identity of entire body parts. Furthermore,
the intrinsic structure of GRNs may bias the chance for evolu-
tionary change, such that certain network architectures such as
kernels show conservation over large evolutionary distances,
whereas other network components, in particular signaling inter-
actions, can be subject to more rapid changes (34–36). These
observations suggest that the organization of subcircuits within
GRN hierarchy is an important determinant of network in-
formation that impacts development as well as evolutionary
process.

Fig. 3 shows the occurrence of each type of subcircuit within the
sea urchin endomesoderm GRN. Thus, the endomesoderm GRN
is composed of at least 23 subcircuits, including all types defined
above, except the incoherent feedforward subcircuit. Almost every
node in this model contributes to at least one, but often several
different, subcircuits. The most frequently deployed subcircuits are
the coherent feedforward and the positive feedback subcircuits.
Much rarer encounters are the mutual repression, double-negative
gate, and the community-effect subcircuit. Interestingly, the two
frequently deployed subcircuits both operate alternative aspects
in cell-fate–specification GRNs. Thus, positive feedback sub-
circuits provide stabilization of gene expression, whereas co-
herent feedforward circuits provide quality control, ensuring that
downstream genes are only expressed where all upstream inputs
are present. Other less-represented subcircuits all contribute to
developmental patterning, a function that is also executed by
signaling interactions, which occur frequently within the endo-
mesoderm GRN (Fig. 3) and all other developmental GRNs.
The perhaps most unexpected but perfectly logical result of this

analysis is the extent of overlap between individual subcircuits
within this network (Fig. 3). Thus, for example, alx1 in the skel-
etogenic GRN (Fig. 3, PMC) is simultaneously involved in a co-
herent feedforward circuit, a mutual-repression circuit, and the
double-negative gate circuit. In the aboral mesoderm (Fig. 3, ab-
oral NSM), gcm participates in a mutual repression with alx1, in a
positive feedback with gatae and six1/2, in a coherent feedforward
circuit with multiple regulatory genes controlling differentiation
genes, and is itself controlled by Delta/Notch toggle switch sig-
naling. However, not only network nodes are multifunctional.
Individual regulatory interactions may also participate in several
subcircuit functions, particularly those contributing to positive
feedbacks and coherent feedforward subcircuits. As shown in
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Fig. 3, activating coherent feedforward circuits often occur not in
isolation, but are organized into clusters of multiple subcircuits of
this type, thus connecting genes vertically throughout the GRN
hierarchy.
Individual subcircuits within a GRN therefore do not operate

in a linear hierarchy, but are strongly intertwined. In addition,
network nodes at the intersection of subcircuits are often con-
trolled by signaling interactions. Multiple intercellular signaling
events connect individual cell-fate GRNs within the endomeso-
derm network. Thus, the specification of different mesodermal
cell fates are connected through Delta/Notch signaling, the
specification of endodermal cell fates through Wnt signaling, the
specification of coelomic pouches to the specification of foregut
endoderm through Hh signaling, the specification of oral me-
soderm to the oral/aboral axis through Nodal signaling, and the
differentiation of skeletogenic cells to the specification of pos-
terior endoderm and perianal ectoderm through Vegf signaling
(Fig. 3). Each signaling interaction may control a large number
of genes within signal-receiving GRNs (24). Among the target
genes responding to signaling interactions or also other pat-
terning subcircuits are often precisely those regulatory genes that
are strongly connected to other genes in the GRN, through
multiple network subcircuits.
This structural organization of subcircuits has consequences for

development as well as evolution. In development, strong inter-
actions between individual subcircuits ensure the coordinated ac-
tivation of developmental functions. For an assessment of
regulatory information contributed by individual nodes and link-
ages, evaluating the number of subcircuits they participate in will
be a relevant measure. Thus, nodes and linkages positioned at the
intersection of subcircuits will control many functions of a GRN,
whereas other nodes control specific subfunctions, such as partic-
ular patterning processes. Such analysis will enable the assessment
of regulatory information of given regulatory features in respect to

the overall function of GRNs. Furthermore, we can assume that
the organization of subcircuits within GRNs will also affect the rate
of evolutionary change at given network nodes. Overlapping sub-
circuit structures, particularly at upper levels of GRN hierarchy,
constrain the downstream developmental process and its alteration
in evolution. As a consequence, evolutionary change of nodes and
interactions at the intersection of several subcircuits can have
pleiotropic effects on GRN function and be less favorable than
evolutionary changes of other GRN nodes. How general these
patterns of GRN organization are and how they contribute to
regulatory information in development and evolution will be
revealed upon the solution of additional developmental GRNs.

Conclusion
All regulatory information in GRNs is ultimately encoded in indi-
vidual cis-regulatory elements that compute upstream inputs into
downstream outputs. They determine how individual network nodes
are wired within a developmental GRN, how individual subcircuits
are organized to process developmental functions, and how sub-
circuits are connected within the overall network hierarchy. As this
analysis shows, every aspect of regulatory information encoded
within regulatory sequence, including the identity of regulatory in-
puts as well as the regulatory logic by which inputs are computed,
has potentially profound consequences on the functionality of de-
velopmental GRNs. Thus, although mechanistically the source of
regulatory information has to be found at the cis-regulatory level,
the significance of each cis-regulatory feature for the overall
developmental process, as envisioned in the 1990s (37), becomes
apparent only when considered in the context of all levels of
network organization.
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